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dynamics appropriate for the novel dynamic environ-Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences
ment (Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994; Wolpert andMassachusetts Institute of Technology
Ghahramani, 2000; Bhushan and Shadmehr, 1999). InCambridge, Massachusetts 02139
addition, it was found that internal models for the dy-
namics are acquired independently of internal models
for the kinematics, which subjects learn when the asso-Summary
ciation between the visual stimulus and the instructed
movement is perturbed (Krakauer et al., 1999; FlanaganIt is widely acknowledged that movements are planned
et al., 1999). Internal models for both the kinematicsat the level of the kinematics. However, the central
and the dynamics undergo consolidation in the hoursnervous system must ultimately transform kinematic
following acquisition.plans into dynamics-related commands. How, when,
It has been suggested that the neuronal representa-and where the kinematics-to-dynamics (KD) transfor-
tion of the internal models for the movement dynamicsmation is processed represent fundamental and unan-
may be partly stored in the cerebellum (Shidara et al.,swered questions. We recorded from the supplemen-
1993; Imamizu et al., 2000). However, processing of thetary motor area (SMA) of two monkeys as they
dynamics occurs across multiple cortical and subcorti-executed visually instructed reaching movements. We
cal areas. Numerous studies in monkeys have investi-specifically analyzed a delay period following the in-
gated the dynamics-related activity of single neurons instruction but prior to the go signal (motor planning).
different motor areas by comparing the activity recordedDuring the delay, a group of neurons in the SMA pro-
in the absence of perturbation with that recorded in thegressively came to reflect the dynamics rather than
presence of perturbing forces (or loads) to which thethe desired kinematics of the upcoming movement.
monkeys had adapted. These studies have found dy-This finding suggests that some neurons in the SMA
namics-related neuronal activity during motor executionparticipate in the KD transformation.
in the primary motor cortex (M1; Evarts, 1968; Kalaska
et al., 1989; Crutcher and Alexander, 1990; Li et al.,
Introduction 2001), the supplementary motor area (SMA; Crutcher
and Alexander, 1990), the dorsal premotor area (PMd;
Reaching movements can be described at two different Werner et al., 1991), the ventral premotor area (PMv;
levels: kinematics and dynamics. The term kinematics Hepp-Reymond et al., 1994), the putamen (Crutcher and
refers to the evolution in time of the joint angles and Alexander, 1990), and the dentate and interpositus nu-
hand position. The term dynamics refers to the set of clei of the cerebellum (Thach, 1978). In contrast, no
forces exerted by the muscles. In Newtonian mechanics, dynamics-related activity was found in area 5 (Kalaska
the causal relationship flows from dynamics to kinemat- et al., 1990).
ics, that is, muscle forces cause hand movements. The Some of the motor areas displaying dynamics-related
central nervous system, however, is faced with the in- activity during motor execution, such as the SMA and
verse problem: given a desired hand trajectory (the de- the PMd, also show prominent activation during motor
sired kinematics), how to generate appropriate muscle planning (Alexander and Crutcher, 1990a; Tanji, 1994;
forces (the dynamics). Thus, a central problem in motor Kurata and Wise, 1988; Wise et al., 1997). With the intent
control is that of transforming desired kinematics into of investigating the neuronal correlates of the kinemat-
suitable dynamics (Alexander and Crutcher, 1990a; Ka- ics-to-dynamics (KD) transformation, we studied dy-
laska and Crammond, 1992; Mussa-Ivaldi and Bizzi, namics-related activity during motor planning. In partic-
ular, we recorded the activity of neurons in the SMA2000; Saltzman, 1979).
(also called SMA-proper or F3). This area (as distin-From a computational perspective, the processing of
guished from the adjacent and more rostral preSMA) isthe (inverse) dynamics presents a difficult challenge,
densely interconnected with the primary motor cortexwhich the central nervous system (CNS) may deal with
and with other premotor areas of the frontal lobe andby using forward internal models (Shadmehr and Mussa-
sends direct anatomical projections to the spinal cordIvaldi, 1994; Kawato, 1999; Wolpert and Ghahramani,
(He et al., 1995; Matelli et al., 1991; Luppino et al., 1991).2000). In essence, internal models for the dynamics de-
Recent studies implicate the SMA in more “concretescribe the dynamic properties of the limb and the envi-
aspects of movement” (Picard and Strick, 2001) thanronment. Previous work in humans and monkeys has
previously thought (Matsuzaka et al., 1992; Hikosaka etfound that new internal models can be acquired through
al., 2000; Picard and Strick, 1996).
Consistent with previous reports (Alexander and
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Crutcher, 1990a), we found neurons in the SMA whose2 Present address: Department of Neurobiology, Harvard Medical
activity during motor planning reflects the dynamics ofSchool, WAB 224, 200 Longwood Avenue, Boston, MA 02115.
the upcoming movement. We confirmed this finding with3 Present address: Psychiatry Service 116A, Building 1, 9th Floor, East
Wing, Yale University/VA Medical Center, West Haven, CT 06516. a population analysis. In addition, we found that some
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neurons in the SMA come to reflect the movement dy- 1E). The analysis of the speed profile provided very
similar results (data not shown).namics increasingly during the phase of motor planning,
The fact that the actual kinematics in the force condi-starting from a kinematics-related signal. This observa-
tion converged to that recorded in the baseline sug-tion suggests that the activity of these neurons reflects
gested the presence of an unaltered kinematic plan,the KD transformation. Two measures of correlation be-
which the monkeys gradually learned to implement bytween the dynamics-related neuronal activity and the
activating the muscles properly (see also Shadmehr andperformance in the task support this interpretation. We
Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994; Li et al., 2001). In other words, inconclude (1) that the movement dynamics may be partly
the force condition the monkeys learned to transformprocessed during motor planning and long before the
the same desired kinematics into a new dynamics (Fig-initiation of the movement, and (2) that neurons in the
ure 1F). In the following analysis, we compared the neu-SMA may participate, together with neurons in other
ronal activity across the two conditions (baseline andareas, in the neuronal processing of the KD transfor-
force), disregarding the initial adaptation phase: for eachmation.
condition, we excluded the first four successful trials in
each movement direction.
Results
Dynamics-Related Activity during Motor Planning
We used two monkeys in our experiments. During exper- We recorded a total of 252 neurons in the forelimb region
imental sessions, one monkey held the handle of a ro- of the SMA (Figure 2). Considering the 0.3 s after the
botic arm and executed reaching movements, in- cue signal, the activity of 22 cells (9%) was directionally
structed by targets appearing on a computer monitor. tuned in both the baseline and force conditions. The
A cursor on the monitor indicated the position of the corresponding numbers were 81 cells (32%) for the de-
monkey’s hand at any given time. To study the neuronal lay time (0.5 s prior to the go signal), and 128 cells (51%)
activity related to motor planning, we introduced a delay for the movement time (from 0.2 s prior to the movement
of variable duration (0.5–1.5 s) between the presentation onset to the movement end). In total, 153 cells (61%)
of the instruction (the cue signal) and the go signal (Fig- were directionally tuned in at least one of the three above
ure 1A). Unless otherwise specified, the present results time windows.
refer to the activity prior to the go signal. To analyze the activity related to motor planning, we
Two motors attached at the base of the robot were aligned all the trials at the go signal, and we defined the
designed to exert forces upon the hand of the monkeys. delay time (or DT time window) as the 0.5 s prior to the
These forces are described by force fields FBV, where go signal. Figure 3A illustrates the activity of a represen-
V is the instantaneous hand velocity and B is a rotation tative cell recorded in SMA with a CK force field. The
matrix B  [0  b; b 0]. Depending on the sign of b, F cell is represented by a tuning curve, plotted in blue in
was clockwise (CK) or counterclockwise (CCK). In each polar coordinates. The preferred direction (Pd, in red)
session, the monkey performed in a baseline condition indicates the direction for which the cell activity would
(circa 160 successful trials, no forces), followed by a optimally contribute to the movement. The DT activity
force condition (circa 160 successful trials) (Figure 1B). of the cell is very different in the two conditions. In the
baseline condition, the Pd of the cell is oriented toward
153. In the force condition, however, the tuning curve
Psychophysics changes and the Pd rotates CK by 36. These changes
In the baseline condition, the hand trajectories were indicate that the DT activity of the cell reflects some
essentially straight. In the force condition, the hand tra- aspect of the dynamics of the upcoming movement.
jectories were initially deviated by the perturbing force. Note that the visual instructions were identical in the
Over trials, however, the monkeys gradually adapted two conditions. Likewise, the psychophysics suggests
to the perturbation, and the hand trajectories became that the desired kinematics were the same in the two
straight again (Figure 1C). To quantify this adaptation conditions. Thus, the processing of the visual stimuli
process, we computed for each trial the deviation of the (Andersen et al., 1993; Newsome, 1997; Gold and Shad-
actual trajectory from the straight line passing through len, 2000) or the processing of the desired kinematics
the initial position and the end point. Focusing on the (Wise et al., 1992; Shen and Alexander, 1997; Alexander
initial part of the movement, we computed a weighted and Crutcher, 1990b) cannot alone explain changes of
average of the hand position during the trajectory (expo- neuronal activity across conditions. In addition, because
nentially decaying weights), and we transformed the re- the force field was proportional to the velocity (F  BV),
sulting movement position into the corresponding angle no force was actually present during the delay (because
of initial deviation d (with d 0 for deviations in direction V 0). Thus, changes of neuronal activity do not reflect
of the external force). Thus, for each trial in the force online motor execution or changes in proprioceptive
condition, d quantified the initial error. In the baseline feedback. Instead, the changes observed in the force
condition, d showed some variability but averaged close condition suggest that during motor planning, the activ-
to zero over trials. In the force condition, d was consis- ity of the cell shown in Figure 3A reflects the dynamics
tently above zero at first and gradually dropped as the of the upcoming movement.
monkeys adapted (Figure 1D). Thus, the actual kinemat-
ics in the force condition converged over trials to that New Dynamics and Shift of Pd
recorded in baseline. After computing for each session in the Delay Time (DT)
the mean initial deviation (d ) across trials, we observed In the force condition, the Pd of the cell shown in Figure
3A shifted in the direction of the external force, namelythat this convergence continued over sessions (Figure
KD Transformation in SMA
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Figure 1. Experimental Design and Psychophysics
(A) Trial sequence (see Experimental Procedures for details).
(B) Experimental paradigm. There is no perturbation in the baseline condition, and there is a force field (either CK or CCK) in the force condition.
The CK force field is plotted here in velocity space.
(C) Representative hand trajectories. In the baseline condition (left), the trajectories are essentially straight. When a CK force field is introduced
(center, early force), the trajectories are initially deviated by the perturbing force. As the monkey adapts to the perturbation, however, the
trajectories become straight again (right, late force).
(D) Initial deviation, one session. To quantify the actual kinematics, we computed the initial deviation (d ) of the actual hand trajectory from
the ideal straight line passing through the initial position and the end point. Here, the deviation is plotted on the y axis against the trial number
(x axis) for one representative session. The deviation d is expressed in degrees and defined so that positive values of d correspond to
deviations in the direction of the external force (i.e., undercompensated movements). Each trial is represented by one dot, and the solid lines
are the result of a linear fit. In the baseline condition (blue), d remains essentially constant and close to zero throughout the trials. In the force
condition (red), the trajectories are initially deviated (d  0) and return to straight as the monkey adapts (negative slope of the linear fit). In
other words, the actual kinematics recorded in the force condition gradually converge to that recorded in the baseline, indicating that the
desired kinematics remain unchanged.
(E) Initial deviation, all sessions. This convergence continued over sessions. For each session, we computed the difference between the
average deviation in the force condition (y average of red dots in [D]) and that in baseline (y average of blue dots in [D]). The resulting mean
initial deviation d is plotted here (y axis) against the session number (x axis). All the sessions where monkey C was presented with a CCK
force field are shown. The mean initial deviation, at first relatively high, gradually vanished over sessions (long-term learning).
(F) Experimental paradigm. The psychophysics of the task can be summarized as follows. In the baseline condition, the monkeys transform
a desired kinematics into the corresponding dynamics. In the force condition, the monkeys learn to transform the same desired kinematics
into a new dynamics. Thus, activity that changes across conditions is associated with the movement dynamics. Activity that remains unchanged
is associated with the desired kinematics.
the CK direction. This was not an isolated case. We direction of the external force (mean shift 11.1, p 
0.02, circular t test; Figure 3B). Most importantly, thecomputed the Pd of all the cells that were directionally
tuned in both the baseline and force conditions. A total shift of Pd observed for the SMA cells during the delay
corresponded to an analogous shift of Pd observed forof 81 cells satisfied this criterion and were considered
for subsequent analysis. For each cell, we computed muscles during the following movement. In separate
sessions, we recorded the electromyographic (EMG) ac-the shift of Pd in the force condition compared to base-
line. The shift of Pd was defined to be greater than zero tivity of five muscles of the upper arm (pectoralis, del-
toid, biceps, triceps, and brachioradialis). We analyzedif the Pd rotated in the direction of the external force. We
then performed a population analysis of the 81 neurons the activity of these muscles during the movement-
related time window, and we found that in the forceduring the delay time. We found that the Pd of the SMA
neurons shifted significantly in the force condition in the condition the Pd of muscles shifted significantly in the
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Shadmehr, 1999; Li et al., 2001). For cells, we regard
the shift of Pd as a fingerprint of the new dynamics.
As shown in Figure 3B, neurons in the SMA display a
collective shift of Pd in the force condition in the direc-
tion of the external force. This collective shift indicates
that information on the dynamics of the upcoming move-
ment is present at the level of the SMA population during
motor planning. However, not all the neurons in the SMA
reflect the movement dynamics to the same extent, and
some cells even shift their Pd in the opposite direction,
a fact that we cannot currently explain.
Shift of Pd and Adaptation
If the shift of Pd reflects adaptation to the new dynamics,
it should also directly correlate with performance in the
task. In particular, big shifts of Pd should correspond
to well-adapted movements with small or no initial er-
rors. To test this prediction, we analyzed cells one by
one. We studied the correlation between the shift of Pd
of SMA cells in the DT and the performance of the mon-
key in the task. Quantifying the goodness of adaptation
(ADA) with the angle of initial deviation d, we divided all
the trials in two groups: well-adapted trials (good ADA,
d  median(d )) and poorly adapted trials (poor ADA,
d  median(d )). We obtained two tuning curves for the
Figure 2. Microstimulation and Recordings two groups of trials, and we computed their Pd. We then
evaluated the shift of Pd separately for the good ADA(A) Microstimulation of the left medial wall of monkey C. The axes
indicate stereotaxic coordinates (x axis caudal to rostral, y axis dorsal and poor ADA trials. As illustrated by the example in
to ventral), and symbols indicate body parts (see legend). Our goal Figure 5, we found that good ADA trials had a greater
was to distinguish the SMA from the neighboring areas and to identify shift of Pd than poor ADA trials. This adaptation effect
the forelimb region within the SMA. Thus, we did not vary the current
was significant at the level of the population, as thesystematically and typically injected trains of 40 	A. A location was
good ADA Pd shifted significantly more than the poorassigned when we could elicit consistent movements of one body
part. For the medial wall, we closely replicated the results of Luppino ADA Pd (p  0.03, circular bootstrap).
et al. (1991). Caudally, the tail region marked the border between We performed this same analysis on the EMG activity
M1 and SMA. Rostrally, the face region marked the border between of muscles recorded during the execution of movement.
SMA and preSMA. In M1, we could easily elicit movements with low As expected, we found that greater shifts of Pd for mus-
currents (10 	A). In contrast, we often failed to elicit any response
cles correlate with better adaptation (i.e., small d ).when stimulating the preSMA. (In a few cases, we succeeded with
Within our population of muscles, the good ADA Pdhigher currents 40 	A.) In some instances when stimulation of the
preSMA was successful, we observed more complex movements shifted significantly more than the poor ADA Pd (p 
(i.e., slow, multijoint movements that appeared goal directed) than 0.005, circular bootstrap).
those typically elicited from M1 or SMA. In the same animal, we For neurons, we also analyzed the shift of Pd in rela-
also performed extensive microstimulation of the cingulate gyrus. tion to the stage of long-term learning (Figure 1E). We
The emerging map (data not shown) was congruent with maps of
divided the 81 cells according to the mean initial devia-He et al. (1995), which were based on corticospinal projections.
tion d (y axis in Figure 1E) into two subpopulations ofWithin the SMA, microstimulation revealed a clear topographic orga-
nization. The cells described here were exclusively recorded in the neurons recorded in the early (d  median(d )) and
forelimb area (dotted line) of the SMA. Recordings were confined late sessions (d  median(d ). We found comparable
to the medial wall (no white matter was encountered during penetra- shifts of Pd for the early cells (n 37; mean shift [
SD]
tions), with lateral coordinates ranging between L(1.5) and L(3.5). 9.9 [
6.1]) and for the late cells (n  44; mean shift
A handful of cells were recorded from the border with the cingulate
[
SD]  12.2 [
6.4]). The recording sites for the twomotor areas (which we located at the intersection between the me-
subpopulations essentially coincided.dial wall and the dorsal bank of the cingulate sulcus).
(B) Location of recordings. The radius of each circle is proportional
to the number of cells recorded in the corresponding location, and Kinematics-to-Dynamics Transformation
the cells recorded from monkey C are shown. In a separate analysis, Up to this point, we had analyzed the neuronal activity
we considered only the cells with a directionally tuned DT activity
in the DT time window (i.e., the 0.5 s prior to the go(data not shown). In essence, the distribution of locations for these
signal). We had shown that in the DT, the individual andcells appeared a fair down-sample of the distribution shown here.
collective Pd of neurons in the SMA shifts in the directionIn other words, the cells with significant DT activity were randomly
distributed across the region spanned during the recordings. Analy- of the external force when monkeys adapt to a per-
sis of the mediolateral coordinate provided a similar result. turbing force field. We then analyzed the time course of
that shift of Pd within the delay. For this analysis, we
aligned all the trials with the presentation of the cue
signal and computed the Pd in sliding time bins of 300direction of the external force (mean shift 19.2, p 
0.003, t test) (Figure 4). For muscles, the shift of Pd ms width.
Figure 6 illustrates the results obtained for the popula-is imposed by the curl force fields (Thoroughman and
KD Transformation in SMA
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Figure 3. Shift of Pd in the Delay Time (DT)
(A) Tuning curve of one cell. The activity of the cell recorded in the 0.5 s prior to the go signal is plotted in blue in polar coordinates. The
preferred direction (Pd) is indicated in red. The same scale of 17 Hz is used for the two plots. The internal circle (black broken line) indicates
the average activity at rest (i.e., during 0.5 s preceding the cue signal).
(B) Population. The histogram represents the shift of Pd between the force condition and the baseline condition. The last 0.5 s before the go
signal are considered here (DT time window). Positive values on the x axis indicate shifts in the direction of the external force. The “m” and
“M” are the mean and median of the histogram, respectively. As a population, neurons show a significant shift (p  0.02, t test).
(C) Raster plots of one cell (same cell as in [A]). Each dot is one spike, and the colors indicate the beginning of the trial (black), the presentation
of the cue signal (red), the go signal (green), the movement onset (yellow), and the movement end (blue). The trials were aligned at the go
signal and ordered according to the duration of the delay for the eight movement directions (rows) and for the two conditions (columns).
tion of 81 cells. The x axis represents the time (t), and below). In the force condition (Figure 6, right), the collec-
tive Pd of SMA cells is initially aligned with that in base-the cue signal was presented at time t  0. The y axis
represents the shift of Pd, with positive values indicating line. Over the course of the delay, however, the collective
Pd progressively shifts toward the direction of the exter-shifts in direction of the external force. Each data point
represents the mean shift of Pd (or collective shift of Pd) nal force. Since in the force condition the shift of Pd
reflects the new dynamics and the absence of that shiftrecorded for the population in the 300 ms bin centered in
the corresponding time t (the vertical bars are standard reflects the desired kinematics, we interpret the progres-
sive shift of the collective Pd in Figure 6 (right) as adeviations). Because we considered only the activity
prior to the go signal, the rightmost data points are neuronal correlate of the KD transformation.
According to our interpretation, neurons in the SMAcomputed from fewer trials. Zero on the y axis is the Pd
in the baseline condition for the last time bin considered process the KD transformation both in the baseline and
force conditions. The KD transformations computed in(t  850 ms, one-half of the trials).
In the baseline condition (Figure 6, left), the collective the two conditions differ from each other only with re-
spect to the dynamics. In the baseline, the desired kine-Pd of SMA cells remains essentially constant throughout
the delay (with some variance at the beginning; see matics and the dynamics are aligned, and the collective
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served for single cells, however, averages out when we
consider the population in baseline (Figure 6A). The key
point of Figure 7 is that for all three cells, the Pd in the
force condition is initially close to that in the baseline
and progressively departs from it over the course of
the delay. This suggests that individual neurons in SMA
might process the KD transformation.
Quantitatively, we investigated whether the cells that
process the new dynamics in the force condition also
reflect the KD transformation. In other words, we investi-
gated whether the cells that shift their Pd in the force
condition do so progressively over the course of the
delay. To identify these cells, we imposed the arbitrary
criterion that the shift of Pd in the DT time window be
above average (11.1); a total of 36 cells satisfied this
criterion.
For each of these cells and for each 300 ms time bin
centered on time t (time bins as in Figure 7), we com-
puted the difference,Pd(t), between the Pd in the force
condition and the corresponding Pd in the baseline con-
dition. We then stated whether the shift of Pd was pro-
gressive using a linear regression analysis (regression
of Pd(t) on t). We found that the slope of the regression
line was significantly positive (p  0.01) for 31% of the
cells (10/32), indicating that the shift of Pd had occurred
progressively during the delay. In contrast, the slope of
the regression line was significantly negative for only
6% of the cells (2/32). This result is very unlikely (p 
Figure 4. Muscles EMG Activity 104, multinomial test) if positive and negative slopes
occur with equal probability (i.e., if significantly positive(A) Changes of muscular Pd under adapted conditions (cartoon). In
the baseline condition, the only force exerted upon the hand of the slopes occur at random). Thus, this analysis supports
monkey is that of muscles. In particular, we can consider one muscle the suggestion that the KD transformation can be traced
(muscle x) with Pd oriented toward 180. In other words, when mus- to the activity of individual neurons.
cle x is active at its maximum in the baseline condition, the hand
moves toward the left. How will the Pd of muscle x change in the
Shift of Pd and Reaction Timeforce condition when the monkey adapts to a CCK force field? When
muscle x is active at its maximum in the force condition, two forces Finally, we studied the correlation between the shift of
are exerted upon the hand: the force of muscles (green) and the Pd measured in the DT time window and the reaction
perturbing force (red). These two forces vector-sum, and the resul- time (RT). The rationale for this analysis was that the
tant force (blue) indicates the direction in which the hand moves.
KD transformation may or may not be fully processedIn other words, the new Pd of muscle x is now shifted CCK (i.e., in
before the go signal. If the KD transformation is con-the direction of the external force) compared to the old Pd. And the
cluded prior to the go signal, then the RT should onlysame is true for any muscle, irrespectively of the initial Pd.
(B) Actual muscle (Biceps). Left: EMG traces. Movements toward include the time necessary for the monkey to initiate the
225 are aligned at the go signal. Notably, there is no EMG activity movement. If the KD transformation is not concluded
in the delay. Right: tuning curve plotted in polar coordinates. In the prior to the go signal, then the motor system of the
force condition, the Pd (red) shifts in the direction of the external
monkey should conclude it first, before initiating theforce (CCK).
movement. If the shift of Pd of the SMA neurons is
indeed a measure of the state of the KD transformation,
then we may expect big shifts of Pd to correlate with
short RT and small shifts of Pd to correlate with longPd remains essentially constant throughout the delay.
In the force condition, the same desired kinematics is RT (see also Riehle and Requin, 1993).
Quantitatively, we investigated whether cells that shiftassociated to a new dynamics, and as the KD transfor-
mation occurs, the collective Pd gradually shifts. their Pd during the DT time window do so more exten-
sively prior to short RT than prior to long RT. Again, we
restricted this analysis to the cells whose shift of Pd inKD Transformation of Individual Neurons
Progressive shifts of Pd are also observed at the level the DT time window was above average (36 cells). For
each of these cells, we divided the trials in the forceof single neurons. The three panels in Figure 7 illustrate
the activity of three different cells, in a format similar to condition into two groups according to the RT: short
RT trials (RT  median(RT)) and long RT trials (RT that of Figure 6. For each cell in Figure 7, however, the
Pd in the force condition (red color) is superimposed on median(RT)). We then computed the shift of Pd sepa-
rately for the two groups of trials. Figure 8A illustratesthe Pd in the baseline (black color). It is worth noting
that the Pd of single neurons is not constant throughout the results obtained for one particular cell. When all the
trials are considered (all RT, data not shown), the Pdthe delay in either the baseline or the force condition
(Johnson et al., 1999). This nonconstancy of Pd ob- shifts by 19 in the force condition compared to baseline.
KD Transformation in SMA
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Figure 5. Adaptation Effect
(A) Adaptation effect, one cell. The plot on the left illustrates the activity recorded in the baseline condition (all trials are considered.) The
plots on the right illustrate the activity recorded in the force condition prior to well-adapted trials (d  median(d ), top) and poorly adapted
(d  median(d ), bottom). This cell was recorded with a CK force field. It can be seen that there is a more pronounced shift of Pd for good
ADA trials than for poor ADA trials. In other words, when at the end of the delay the Pd has shifted more, the movement that follows is well
adapted (good ADA). When the Pd has shifted less, the movement that follows is poorly adapted (poor ADA). The activity in the last 0.5 s
prior to the go signal was considered here, and the same scale of 27 Hz was used for the three plots. All other conventions are as in Fig-
ure 3A.
(B) Adaptation effect, population. In this plot, each point represents one cell. The x axis represents the shift of Pd for the good ADA trials
and the y axis represents the shift of Pd for the poor ADA trials. Although some variability is present, it can be noted that the population
tends to lie below the diagonal line (p  0.03). The cell shown in (A) is indicated in red.
(C) Raster plots of the cell shown in (A). Color codes are the same as in Figure 3A. In this case, trials were aligned at the go signal and ordered
according to the initial deviation d.
When the short RT and long RT trials are computed reaching movements. It would therefore seem some-
what odd if this process were entirely accomplishedseparately, the shift is more pronounced for the short
RT (24) than for the long RT (10). We refer to this within one area in which a lesion does not prevent simple
movements (Chen et al., 1995; Thaler et al., 1995; Tanjiphenomenon as the RT effect. As shown in Figure 8B,
the RT effect was consistent across cells (p  0.03, et al., 1985). Thus, our results by no means suggest that
the neuronal processing of the KD transformation iscircular bootstrap).
confined to the SMA. However, our data do imply that
movement dynamics can be partly processed duringThe SMA and Other Areas
The kinematics-to-dynamics transformation is a crucial motor planning, well before the initiation of the move-
ment. They also testify that some neurons in the SMAoperation necessary for executing visually instructed
Neuron
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Figure 6. Time Course of the Pd Shift: Popu-
lation
Time evolution of the Pd: population. We
aligned trials with the cue signal (time  0)
and computed the Pd in 300 ms time bins
(every 25 ms). Positive values on the y axis
indicate shifts of Pd in the direction of the
external force. Solid points and vertical bars
indicate the mean and standard deviations.
Asterisks indicate data points significantly
greater than zero (p  0.01, t test). In the
baseline condition, the collective Pd remains
essentially constant throughout the delay. In
the force condition, the collective Pd is initially aligned with that recorded in baseline and progressively shifts over the course of the delay
in the direction of the external force. A linear regression analysis (of Pd(t) on t) indicated that the 26/s slope found in the force condition
(linear fit) was significantly greater than zero (p  109). Only the activity preceding the go signal was considered here. (Thus, data points
with t  500 ms are based on fewer trials.) The large error bars early in the delay are due to the nonconstancy of Pd seen for single cells
(Figure 7).
may participate in the processing of the KD transfor- SMA (128/252 cells; mean shift 16.0, p  105, circular
t test), M1 (62/162 cells; mean shift 16.2, p  105,mation.
To investigate the contribution of other cortical motor circular t test), and PMv (41/143 cells; mean shift 15.1,
p  0.03, circular t test). Thus, the neuronal processingareas, we undertook recordings from the primary motor
cortex (M1; Li et al., 2001), and the dorsal premotor area of the KD transformation may involve several motor
areas.(PMd or F2) and the ventral premotor area (PMv) (J.X.,
C.P.-S., and E.B., unpublished data). Recent anatomical
work has shown that all these areas have direct projec- Discussion
tions to the spinal cord (He et al., 1993; 1995), leading
to the hypothesis that movements may not be controlled In this study, we have recorded and analyzed the activity
of neurons in the SMA prior to and during visually in-in a strictly serial fashion. Consistent with this hypothe-
sis, a preliminary analysis of our data suggests that the structed reaching movements. We have contrasted the
activity in nonperturbed conditions (baseline) with thatphenomena described here are not unique to the SMA.
A total of 162 M1 cells, 142 PMd cells, and 143 PMv recorded in the presence of a perturbing force to which
the monkeys adapted (force condition). As in many pre-cells were available for analysis. With respect to the 0.5
s prior to the go signal (DT time window), we observed vious studies, we have interpreted force-dependent
neuronal activity as reflecting movement dynamics anda pronounced activation in the PMd (41/142 cells) where
the shift of Pd reaches significance (mean shift 10.4, force-independent neuronal activity as reflecting move-
ment kinematics (Evarts, 1968; Thach, 1978; Kalaska etp 0.05, circular t test). In contrast, we found little delay
activity and no significant shift in M1 (16/162 cells; mean al., 1989, 1990; Crutcher and Alexander, 1990; Alexander
and Crutcher, 1990a, 1990b; Li et al., 2001). Specifically,shift 4.9, p 0.4, circular t test) and in PMv (17/143 cells;
mean shift 3.1, p  0.8, circular t test). With respect to the curl force fields used here reduce that force depen-
dence to changes in one parameter, the preferred direc-the activity during the execution of movement, however,
we found significant shifts of Pd in all four areas: PMd tion (Pd). In the presence of curl force fields, the Pd
shifts in the direction of the external force. The novelty(43/142 cells; mean shift 11.8, p  0.02, circular t test,
Figure 7. Time Course of the Pd Shift: Single
Cells
KD transformation for single cells. The three
panels illustrate the activity of three different
cells. We aligned trials at the cue signal
(time  0, x axis), and we computed the Pd
(y axis) in 300 ms time bins shifted by 25 ms
from each other only for directionally tuned
activity. In the plots, for each cell we superim-
posed the Pd in the baseline (black) onto that
in the force condition (red). “Zero” on the y
axis is the Pd in the baseline condition re-
corded in the rightmost time bin (t 850 ms),
and positive values on the y axis indicate
shifts of Pd in the direction of the external
force. In all three cases, it can be noticed that the Pd in baseline does not remain constant throughout the delay. However, the variability of
Pd recorded for different cells averages to zero when we consider the entire population (Figure 5A). Consider now the cell on the left panel.
In the force condition, the initial value recorded for the Pd after the cell becomes tuned is close to the corresponding value in the baseline.
Over the course of the delay, however, the Pd in the force condition progressively departs from that in baseline. The other two cells in the
center and right panels show similar trends: their Pd in the force condition are initially aligned with the Pd in baseline and progressively depart
from them over the course of the delay. This indicates that the physiological correlates of the KD transformation can be traced to the activity
of single neurons. Note that since we only considered the activity prior to the go signal, the rightmost data points in each plot are computed
from fewer trials.
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Figure 8. Reaction Time Effect
(A) RT effect, one cell. The left plot illustrates the activity recorded in the baseline condition. (All trials are considered.) The right plots illustrate
the activity recorded in the force condition, separately for trials with short RT (RT  median(RT), top), and long RT (RT  median(RT), bottom).
The cell was recorded with a CK force field. It can be seen that the shift of Pd is more pronounced for short RT trials than for long RT trials
(RT effect). Thus, when the state of the KD transformation at the end of the delay is more advanced (larger Pd shift), a shorter RT is sufficient
to initiate the movement after the go signal. When the state of the KD at the end of the delay is less advanced (smaller Pd shift), a longer RT
is necessary to initiate the movement after the go signal. The activity in the last 0.5 s prior to the go signal was considered here, and the
same scale of 47 Hz was used for the three plots. All other conventions are as in Figure 3A.
(B) RT effect, population. In this plot, each point represents one cell, and the cell shown in (A) is indicated in red. The x axis represents the
shift of Pd for the short RT trials. The y axis represents the shift of Pd for the long RT trials. It can be seen that the population tends to lie
below the diagonal line (p  0.03), indicating that the RT is consistent for the population of cells that process the dynamics of the upcoming
movement during motor planning.
(C) Raster plots of the cell shown in (A). Color codes are the same as in Figure 3A. In this case, trials were aligned at the go signal and ordered
according to the RT.
of the present study is that we have investigated the port this suggestion. First, the dynamics computed dur-
ing the instructed delay, as reflected in the activity ofactivity during a delay interposed between the instruc-
tion (cue signal) and the go signal. SMA neurons, correlates with the initial direction of the
upcoming movement (adaptation effect). Second, theWe have presented two main results. First, the dynam-
ics of the upcoming movement was reflected in the state of the KD transformation at the end of the delay,
as reflected in the activity of SMA neurons, anticorrel-activity of some neurons in the SMA before the go signal.
Second, over the course of the delay, neurons in the ates with the following reaction time (RT effect).
SMA progressively came to reflect the dynamics rather
than the desired kinematics of the upcoming movement. Present and Previous Observations
It can be noted that the RT effect implies in principleThis result, obtained both for individual neurons and
for the population, suggests that neurons in the SMA the progressive shift of Pd. If big/small shifts of Pd are
found before short RT/long RT (RT effect), then the shiftparticipate in the kinematics-to-dynamics (KD) transfor-
mation. Two independent measures of correlation sup- of Pd was not constant but presumably was increasing
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over the course of the delay (KD transformation). It is with the contribution of multiple areas including the SMA
and other premotor areas of the frontal lobe, the cerebel-therefore particularly interesting to note the RT effect
in previously published data. In their study, Alexander lum, and possibly the basal ganglia. Hopefully, future
work will contrast these hypotheses.and Crutcher (1990a) trained monkeys in an assistive/
null/resistive load task and found a significant effect of Our data also help to clarify one of the roles of the SMA
in the control of movement. A motor area in the frontalloads during the delay for 20% of SMA cells. Although
their conclusions partly differ from ours, the cell shown medial wall was discovered and named the “SMA” 50
years ago (Penfield and Welch, 1951; Woolsey et al.,in their paper (right side of Figure 9 in Alexander and
Crutcher, 1990a) has the characteristics described in 1952). More recently, however, that “SMA” was divided
into a rostral preSMA (or F6) and a caudal SMA-properthe present article. The activity of the cell is directional
(it is higher before extension than before flexion) and (or SMA or F3) (Matelli et al., 1991; Luppino et al., 1991;
Matsuzaka et al., 1992; Shima and Tanji, 2000). Theload dependent (it is higher before opposed movements
than before assisted ones). Moreover, inspection of the present study was carried out on the SMA-proper (or
just SMA). Among other differences, the preSMA and theactivity preceding opposed movements reveals a clear
RT effect. Specifically, the RT effect can be seen by SMA are distinguished by their anatomical projections
because the SMA projects directly to the spinal cordcomparing the delay activity in the top five trials (short
RT, higher activity) with that in the bottom five trials and to M1 (He et al., 1995; Wise, 1996), whereas the
preSMA lacks such projections. The undivided “SMA”(long RT, lower activity). The RT effect is also evident
in the load-dependent SMA cell shown by Alexander was originally thought to harbor early sensorimotor pro-
cesses and complex motor functions. However, subse-and Crutcher in the second paper of their series (Figure
3 in Crutcher and Alexander, 1990). quent studies have assigned these high functions to the
preSMA (Matsuzaka et al., 1992; Hikosaka et al., 2000;
Picard and Strick, 1996; Shima and Tanji, 2000). OurNeuronal Processing of Movement Dynamics
data implicate the SMA in a rather late computation, theAccording to the traditional view, the premotor areas of
movement dynamics. If extended to the other premotorthe frontal lobe harbor high sensorimotor processes and
areas of the frontal lobe with direct projections to thefeed the primary motor cortex (M1), which executes the
spinal cord, namely PMd, PMv, and the cingulate motormovement through its anatomical projections to the spi-
areas, this finding would provide a physiological coun-nal cord. This serial view was recently challenged on
terpart for the most recent anatomical maps (He et al.,the basis of anatomical studies, showing that direct pro-
1993, 1995).jections to the spinal cord originate from multiple areas
Finally, the presence of dynamics-related activity inincluding the SMA, the cingulate motor areas, PMd,
PMd and SMA during motor planning is consistent withPMv, and M1. Moreover, physiological studies designed
the remarkable observation of delay-time activity in spi-to dissociate between different aspects of the move-
nal interneurons (Prut and Fetz, 1999). It also suggestsment have generally found extensive functional over-
an alternative interpretation for the mental rotation oflaps. These observations lead to the proposal that differ-
the neuronal population vector observed in M1 beforeent motor areas may contribute to the control of
initiation of kinematics-adapted movements (Georgo-movement largely in parallel. Our data speak to this
poulos et al., 1989).issue in two respects. First, we confirmed that neurons
in the SMA (and PMd and PMv) reflect the movement
dynamics, a late computational stage, as neurons in M1 Multistage Processing of the Movement
Dynamicsdo. Second, we found evidence of dynamics-related
activity in the SMA (and PMd) during the phase of motor Although our results, in particular the adaptation effect
and the RT effect, suggest a close association betweenplanning as well. In contrast, no such evidence was
found in M1 (and PMv). Taken together, these results the activity of neurons in the SMA and the motor output
performance, the level of causality between that neu-suggest that although a strictly serial view is probably
inadequate, different areas of the frontal lobe contribute ronal signal and the movement remains undetermined.
The viscous perturbation used in the experiment wasdifferentially to the control of movement.
Several authors have proposed that the cerebellum null in the delay, weakest at the onset of the movement,
and gradually increased in the early phase of the move-plays an important role in the acquisition and storage
of new internal models of the dynamics. The present ment. Considering that movements were not overcom-
pensated on average (as quantified by the initial devia-data are not inconsistent with such a proposal and leave
open at least two possible scenarios. One possibility is tion d, see Table 1), it may appear counterintuitive that
neurons in the SMA show a substantial shift of Pd priorthat the internal model for the dynamics is indeed stored
only in the cerebellum and that the motor areas of the to the go signal. One possibility is that the dynamics-
related activity in the SMA refers to a larger portion offrontal lobe, including the SMA, load the dynamics when
necessary. In this case, the KD transformation observed the movement, not just the beginning of it. Thus, the
signal described here may refer to a weighted integralhere represents that gradual loading of the dynamics
by neurons whose activity is initially purely kinematics of the muscle forces f(t) over time, for example, with
exponentially decaying weights. This view correspondsrelated. Another possibility is that the internal model for
the dynamics is stored in the synapses of multiple areas to the psychophysical intuition that movements are not
planned in small portions. Another possibility is that theincluding the SMA and that the progressive KD transfor-
mation here observed represents an actual computa- shift of Pd reflects the new dynamics (i.e., the forces
exerted by the muscles) only in an abstract sense, astion. In this view, the KD transformation is processed
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consist of remapping the visual stimulus onto a newTable 1. Average Reaction Time and Perpendicular Displacement
desired target, similar to what presumably occurs when
Baseline Force
experimenters deliberately manipulate that mapping
Mean RT: all RT (ms) 284 (
16) 283 (
16) (Wise et al., 1992; Shen and Alexander, 1997). We further
Short RT 258 (
14) 257 (
15) investigated this virtual-target hypothesis with a model
Long RT 308 (
19) 309 (
19) by simulating the trajectories the hypothesis predicts
Mean d: all ADA (mm) 0.2 (
0.8) 0.4 (
1.1)
and by comparing them with the trajectories actuallyGood ADA 1.0 (
0.8) 0.5 (
1.2)
recorded during the experiments. Assuming that in thePoor ADA 0.7 (
0.8) 1.4 (
1.1)
force condition monkeys plan straight-line trajectoriesCorrelation (RT, d) 0.04 (
0.12) 0.01 (
0.12)
Movement duration (ms) 606 (
121) 677 (
91) akin to those observed in the baseline condition, the
virtual-target hypothesis predicts overcompensatedFor each session, we computed the mean RT and mean d for the
movements. In other words, if the monkeys actuallydifferent groups of trials. The data reported are averages across
sessions (
SD). For the initial deviation d, positive values corre- aimed at a visual target slightly displaced in the direction
spond to deviations in the same direction as the force field. The opposite to the external force, their hand trajectory
correlation is computed session by session and averaged across would start off directed toward that virtual target and,
sessions. The movement duration is the time from the onset of under the effect of the force field, would gradually land
movement to its end. Note that the correlation between RT and d
over the actual target. In contrast, the hand trajectoriesis negligible in both conditions.
actually recorded during the experiments are slightly
undercompensated, as quantified by the initial deviation
d (see Table 1, Figure 1E). This argues against the virtual
a symbolic representation of the different associations target hypothesis.
between sensory stimuli and motor output in the two Another possibility is that the progressive shifts of Pd
conditions or as a dynamic goal. In either case, the shown in Figures 6 and 7 mark the transformation from
question remains as to how hierarchically lower circuitry the old dynamics to the new dynamics (KDD hypothesis).
decode and filter the signal observed here and then In this view, adapted movements would require one extra
transform it into the proper input to the motoneurons. In mental operation (Cisek and Scott, 1999). In the baseline
this respect, our data are consistent with the hypothesis condition, monkeys would simply transform the desired
that the movement dynamics is processed in multiple kinematics into the old dynamics (KD). In the force con-
stages. In this view, the dynamics-related signal re- dition, they would first transform the desired kinematics
corded here in the SMA represents the most remote of into the old dynamics (KD) and then transform the old
these processing stages. dynamics into the new dynamics (DD). Although we can-
The hypothesis that movement dynamics is a process not definitively exclude the KDD hypothesis, we view
involving multiple neural steps is at variance with the it as unlikely, based on the following two considerations.
equilibrium-point model. According to the most simple First, the analysis of the reaction time (RT) suggests that
formulation of the equilibrium-point hypothesis, the CNS neither the computation of D in the force condition nor
specifies a posture through the choice of muscle length- the computation of D in baseline are completed before
tension curves that set agonist-antagonist torque-angle the go signal. (On the one hand, there would be no RT
curves determining an equilibrium position for the limb effect if D was fully computed before the go signal in
the force condition. On the other hand, the average RTand a stiffness about the joints. Arm trajectories are
is almost identical in the two conditions, suggesting thatgenerated through a control signal defining a series of
whatever is left to compute after the go signal in theequilibrium points (Bizzi et al., 1984). Because the neuro-
force condition is also left to compute after the go signalmuscular system is spring-like, the instantaneous differ-
in the baseline.) Second, Figure 6 suggests that if a KDence between the arm’s actual position and the equilib-
transformation is ever processed in the force condition,rium position specified by the CNS can generate the
that transformation is concluded early in the delay (sayrequisite torques, avoiding the complex inverse dynam-
within 350 ms after the cue signal). Thus, the KDD hy-ics problems of computing the torques at the joints
pothesis implies that the same KD transformation takes(Bizzi et al., 1992). In contrast, the present results are
place in very different time courses in the two conditions:consistent with new discoveries on the modular organi-
throughout the delay and beyond the go signal in thezation of the spinal cord (Giszter et al., 1993; Bizzi et
baseline, early after the cue signal in the force condition.al., 2001). In the emerging model, supra-spinal signals
Moreover, the difference between the time of the KDconveying information about the impending dynamics
transformation in the two conditions would exactly equalactivate the modular interneuronal circuitry of the spinal
the time necessary for the DD transformation in thecord, thus generating force fields that have been shown
force condition, a somewhat odd coincidence. We there-to combine vectorially (Mussa-Ivaldi et al., 1994).
fore prefer the established understanding (Alexander
and Crutcher, 1990a; Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994;
Interpretative Concerns Kawato, 1999; Bhushan and Shadmehr, 1999) that, when
We considered two alternative interpretations of our re- performing adapted movements, monkeys transform
sults. One possibility is that monkeys deal with the per- the desired kinematics directly into the new dynamics
turbing force by adopting a different strategy than that (KD hypothesis). According to this view, the transforma-
hypothesized here. In particular, monkeys could aim at tions taking place in the baseline and force conditions
a virtual target slightly shifted in the direction opposite are equivalent except for D being substituted by D in
to the force field compared to the actual target (the the force condition, a simple account for our data. This
interpretation is also supported by data showing similarmovement endpoint). In this case, the adaptation would
Neuron
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PET (Positron Emission Tomography) activation in the shifts of Pd in the same direction are imposed onto many
neurons, we can analyze the changes simultaneouslyhuman SMA before and after adaptation to the force
field (Shadmehr and Holcomb, 1997). for the entire population (i.e., with a higher statistical
power). Nonetheless, we find it particularly intriguingFinally, we think that the progressive shifts of Pd in
Figures 6 and 7 do not just represent a preview of the that correlates of the KD transformation are found–at
least in some cases–also at the level of individual neu-time-varying force perturbation because the duration of
the delay was randomly variable (0.5–1.5 s), and trials rons. Indeed, sensorimotor transformations (as well as
other transformations) could in principle be processedin Figures 6 and 7 were aligned at the presentation of
the cue signal (i.e., not with any aspect of the movement in the CNS by neuronal subpopulations activating one
after the other. Instead, we found individual neuronssuch as the movement onset).
that reflected the dynamics in a progressively increasing
fashion, starting from a kinematics-related signal. OneForce Independence and Desired Kinematics
interesting question that remains is whether other trans-In Figures 6 and 7, we have interpreted a signal evolving
formations can also be traced to the activity of individualfrom force independence to force dependence as a cor-
neurons.relate of a kinematics-to-dynamics transformation. Yet,
the desired kinematics was not the only quantity that
Experimental Proceduresremained unchanged across conditions. Specifically,
any computation (such as processing of the visual stim-
Behavioral Task
ulus, the decision, the target or goal, or the inverse Two male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta), C and F, participated
kinematics) prior to the movement dynamics was not in the experiment, and both performed with the right arm. The experi-
mental setup and behavioral paradigm were essentially the sameinfluenced by the force. In addition, variables related to
as described in Li et al., 2001. The monkey sat on a chair in aneye position (which we did not measure) were likely to
electrically insulated enclosure and held the handle of a robotic armbe independent of the force. The reason for our interpre-
with two degrees of freedom. A computer monitor placed 75 cm intation is that the desired kinematics is presumably the
front of the monkeys indicated with a cursor (3  3 mm square,
last computational stage prior to the dynamics. Exclud- 0.2 visual angle) the position of the handle and the targets of the
ing that a processing stage preceding the desired kine- externally instructed movements (16 16 mm squares, 1.1 of visual
angle). The monkey’s movements were confined to a horizontalmatics (or related to eye position) is transformed directly
plane. In each trial, a center square appeared on the monitor, andinto the movement dynamics, it can be assumed that
the monkey moved the cursor into the center square to initiate thethe force-independent signals of Figures 6 and 7 also
trial. After 1 s, a peripheral target (cue signal) appeared randomlyreflect the desired kinematics. In other words, although
at one of eight locations around the clock. The monkey held the
other force-independent variables may modulate it, it is cursor within the center square for a randomly variable period of
unlikely that the activity of Figures 6 and 7 does not time (delay) of 0.5 to 1.5 s. The center square was then extinguished
(go signal). The monkey had to move and acquire the peripheralreflect the desired kinematics at all. In this respect, the
target within 3 s and to remain within the peripheral target for 1 sprogressive shift from force independence to force de-
to receive a juice reward. Movements were 8 cm in length, and thependence is essentially related to a kinematics-to-
monkey was required to make movements within the spatial windowdynamics transformation.
confined to 60 on both sides of the line passing through the center
In contrast, it is unlikely that the force-independent square and peripheral target.
activity shown in Figures 6 and 7 reflects the dynamics Two motors at the base of the robot could exert perturbing force
fields upon the hand of the monkey. We used curl viscous force fieldsof putative muscles (for instance of the torso or the
F  BV with B [0b; b 0] and b  
0.06 N sec/cm. Depending onfingers) scarcely influenced by the perturbation. In prin-
the sign of b, the field was clockwise (CK) or counterclockwiseciple, this is because the argument outlined in Figure
(CCK). Monkeys were trained in the nonperturbed reaching task4A applies to any muscle having a significant directional
(4–6 months), and the force fields were only introduced during the
tuning independent of what its contribution to the move- recordings. In each session, the monkey performed in the baseline
ment is. Moreover, that theoretical argument is sup- and force conditions, followed by a washout condition where the
forces were removed. Each condition included approximately 20ported by empirical evidence. In their experiments, Alex-
successful trials per movement direction. For monkey C, sessionsander and Crutcher recorded from a large number of
with the two force fields were run in blocks (27 and 28 sessions,muscles of the head, torso, hindlimb, forelimb, and hand,
respectively), starting with the CK force field. Monkey F was testedand found that the EMG activity of 38 out of 39 muscles
on the CCK force field only (40 sessions). The present analysis
was changed by the external load (Crutcher and Alexan- focused exclusively on the baseline and force conditions.
der 1990). In other words, the activity of muscles is never
force independent. Recordings
The SMA was identified and distinguished from the preSMA through
electrical microstimulation (monkey C) and histology (monkey F).Neuronal Correlates of a Transformation
For microstimulation, we used a train of 20 biphasic pulse pairsAlthough numerous studies have suggested the occur-
(width  0.1 ms, duration  60 ms) at 330 Hz and 10–40 	A. For
rence of sensorimotor transformations (among others, the histology, we marked the recording sites with electrolytic lesions
Alexander and Crutcher, 1990a, Andersen et al., 1993; (cathodal current, 20	 A, 2 min). After euthanasia, the brain was
photographed, sectioned (coronal plane, 28	m sections), and Nissl-Shen and Alexander, 1997; Olson and Gettner, 1995;
stained. Recordings electrodes were placed in the medial wall, cau-Duhamel et al., 1997; Colby, 1998; Graziano et al., 1994;
dal to the alignment with the genu of the arcuate sulcus. MicroscopicHernandez et al., 2002), the evidence for their neuronal
inspection revealed that the recording region was poorly laminatedcorrelates was generally indirect. One interesting aspect
and lay within 6 mm rostral to tissue displaying a single line of giant
of our results is that the correlates of a transformation, pyramidal cells (Matelli et al., 1991). Hand trajectories were recorded
i.e., the KD transformation, are described in real time. at 100 Hz and saved for analysis. Neuronal recordings followed
standard procedures. Up to eight vinyl-coated tungsten electrodesOne important aspect of our paradigm is that because
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(1–3 M impedance) were independently advanced by manually RT and long RT tuning curves passed the directional-tuning test
(Rayleigh test; 30 cells satisfied this criterion).rotating a threaded rod screw (300 	m/turn). The neuronal activity
was recorded (Experimenter’s Workbench 5.3, DataWave Technol- For a control, we computed the population shift of Pd (Figure 3B)
using a different criterion instead of the Rayleigh test as a precondi-ogy) and saved for analysis. For the electromyographic activity
(EMG), we manually implanted bipolar wires during separate ses- tion to compute the Pd. We tested the SMA population with the
following preconditions, as previously used in other studies: ANOVAsions. We recorded the EMG of the muscles pectoralis, deltoid,
biceps, triceps, and brachioradialis (15 instances total). The EMG (p  0.05 and p  0.01), cosine tuning (R2  0.7), adjustable width
cosine (R2  0.7, see Battaglia-Mayer et al., 2000), bootstrap (p traces were rectified, integrated over the movement-related time
window, averaged across trials, and submitted to the same analysis 0.01, see Crammond and Kalaska, 1996). All these tests, except that
based on the strict cosine tuning, indicated a significant shift of Pdas cells.
The NIH guidelines on the use of animals were followed through- for the population.
out the experiment.
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